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1. Introduction
This document presents a proposal for using gamification in blended and online courses, including
elements different from behavioral ones. These elements consider topics such as online courses,
massive open online courses (MOOC), emotions, affective models and gamification, and show how
some authors integrate these topics.
The goal of this work is to define a system capable to include a user affective model, gamification
and emotions elements and a rule based software to setup the use of these elements in a learning
environment.

1.1. Context
Different universities in the world such as Harvard, MIT, Yale, Cambridge, Stanford and Universidad
de Los Andes University are offering Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC). The participants join
these courses for free (Or paying a fee in some cases) and have access to resources placed on
platforms like Coursera, edX or Futurelearn. Their contents have different natures, such as video,
audio, images, text, links and files. Interaction with participants is mediated by tests, forums, peer
review activities and file uploads.
According to Class Central [1] 35 million people who signed up for a MOOC in 2015, announcing
1800 new courses, with a total of 4200 from 550 universities. In 2014 Class Central presented more
than 400 universities with 2400 courses. By subjects, in 2015 Business and Management make up
16.75% of the courses, science 11.34%, and social sciences 10.77%. The main subjects in 2014 were
Humanities with 17% of the courses, Computer Science & Programming (16%), and Business &
Management (14%). By providers, in 2015 the first four are Coursera with 35.58% of the courses,
edX with 18.6%, canvas.net a 6.92% and Futurelearn with 5.68%. In 2015. In 2014, the main three
providers were Coursera with 36% of the courses, edX (16%) and Canvas Network (8.4%), and
MiriadaX achieved over 1 million subscriptions and Futurelearn reached 800,000.
Particular problems faced by MOOC and e-learning are low rate completion, low participation, the
need of adaptive systems and a better use of educational technology.
There are studies about playability, affective models and user experience, but not a direct relation
to gamification or gamification elements. Then, this context is about the combination between
online courses or MOOC, Gamification and emotions.

1.2. Problem description
Today, hundreds of courses from different universities in the world are being offered through online
courses and Massive Open Online Courses MOOC. These courses receive thousands of students
every year from all around the world, people with different cultures, ages, education levels that may
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be starting to live what is called the democratization of education. However, low rate completion,
low student motivation, low engagement and isolation are issues that MOOC are facing and need
solutions for, as the authors below affirm.
Loh [2] tries to compare MOOC with POOC (Personalized Open Online Course), and uses these
arguments to show issues in MOOC: “MOOCs fail because they're one-size fits all solutions”, low
completion rate, low interaction between instructors and learners and the high number of
opportunities to take the courses doesn’t mean more impact on learning as EdSurge says.
Brahimi and Sarirete [3] also talk about the low completion rates and cite a report where completion
is less than 10% . Therefore, they highlight other MOOC issues which point to the lack of
interpersonal interaction and support, MOOC business models and accreditation, including and
many professors’ beliefs that face to face courses are better than online courses.
Littlejohn et al. [4] point out the lack of interaction between instructor and learners, leaving the
responsibility of learning in how learners navigate the content and how they self-regulate their
learning.
Borrás et al. [5] identify low completion rates in MOOC as an important problem and also identify
some factors that could explain this issue: Lack of time to follow the course, different course level
than expected, absence of motivation, interest only in a specific part of the course and
disappointment with the course (agenda, organization, etc.). The authors adduce the lack of a
pedagogical model as the cause of these factors and propose the incorporation of peer to peer
interactions to encourage the participants.
Bakki et al. [6] commented that some authors expose that the average of MOOC success is 10% due
to lack of learner motivation and engagement which may come from a lack of personalization or
adaptation of activities within the courses. The cited authors also commented on the reasons for
dropout in MOOC, and identified learners’ lack of motivation, curiosity in the course without
intention to complete it, lack of engagement and interaction between participants, and isolation of
participants. Bakki et al. think the solution could involve pedagogical strategies, personalization or
adaptivity approach, gamification approach and technological approach.
Skonnard [7] in his article “Edtech’s Next Big Disruption Is The College Degree” shows a prospective
of education degrees in 2020, and proposes MOOC as an alternative for education in the next years,
nevertheless, this alternative is facing now one big issue that should be resolved: low completion
rates. The author cites Landry [8] who in 2014, presented information about Harvard courses
offered on edX. They found that the average completion rate was six percent. Moreover, on a study
carried out by them earlier in 2014 about student engagement in 17 MOOC offered by Harvard and
MIT on edX, an average of fifty percent of people were found to have left the courses within one or
two weeks of enrolling. Landry also showed the results of Justin Reich, a Harvard researcher, who
analyzed survey and log data from nine HarvardX courses finding that “58 percent of learners
intended to earn a certificate” but only 22 percent of them ended up earning one. The remaining
42 percent intended to audit, were not sure about their intentions or intended to browse.
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Huges and Dobbins [9] show some interesting issues about MOOC:





Only 7.5% of enrolled students complete the courses.
The main reason for withdrawal is poor time management skills.
Student support.
Maintaining the level of interest and engagement in the course.

However, these are not the only MOOC and online courses problems. Ulrich and Nedelcu [10]
defined at the MOOC Forum, “an international journal dedicated to discussing and resolving the
pedagogical, legal, academic, record keeping and security issues related to MOOCs”, as a group of
people who highlighted these MOOC issues:






“Technical and logistic issues (e.g. adaptive and intelligent systems, next generation of
educational technology).
Policy issues (universal design, massive customization and education restructuring ,
concerns and participation, international consideration and security, security and
accreditation of MOOCs, development of meaningful standards
Financial issues: sustainable revenue models
Pedagogy related issues: the shift between open and traditional online education, the role
of key faculty, misconceptions, content creation and open accessibility to knowledge and
research.” [10]

Boyatt et al. [11] describe the following MOOC issues:









Direction, difficulty and support: Sometimes it is not easy to follow a path within the
contents, and when the students don’t understand the material or have difficulties, it is hard
for them to find support. There is a lot of students per teacher, therefore support is almost
impossible.
Attrition: The average dropout figure in MOOC is about 90%, but there is not enough
information about the reasons why people drop out. It could be a lack of motivation,
difficulty levels, time requirements, lack of support, the way the students choose the course
or the way the course filters the participants when it begins.
Other people: Sometimes the forums don’t have moderators, therefore, some participants
don’t use the right language in the forums and many students don’t like this.
Accreditation: Courses should offer some credits.
Plagiarism: It’s a big concern, as in other courses, and the platforms should provide a
mechanism to detect these situations.
Sustainability: The universities should find a financial model to sustain the courses.
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1.3. Objectives
1.3.1. General
Develop a system where teachers, in their online or blended courses, can integrate gamified
components capable to adapt and give feedback according to the students’ emotions.

1.3.2. Specific




Design and implement a user model capable to combine the students’ personality traits,
learning styles and emotions into a student affective state.
Develop a system capable to give feedback to a student with gamified elements based on a
user model or affective state.
Integrate the user model and the feedback system into activities that can be connected to
a LMS or MOOC platform using interoperability protocols.

1.4. Justification
Low rate completion, low student motivation, low engagement and isolation are common problems
in online courses and MOOC. Gamification techniques are used to increase the student engagement
and motivation, and to improve course completion rates and inclusion.
Gamification is usually defined as the use of game elements in-non game environments. Tu, SujoMontes and Yen [12] explain the following gamification advantages: “Researchers have identified
that integrating gaming into learning has the potential to support attitude change(Hays, 2005),
behavior change (Schoech, Boyas, Black, & Elias-Lambert, 2013), enhance learning motivation
(Garris, Ahlers, & Driskell, 2002), encourage collaboration (Schafer et al., 2013), induce problembased learning, activate communication, promote active engagement (Giannetto, Chao, & Fontana,
2013 ; Mitchell & Savill-Smith, 2005), peer-generated user content, motivated informed action (Lee,
Ceyhan, Jordan-Cooley, & Sung, 2013), particularly when engaging underserved learners (De Freitas,
2008).” [12]
Borrás et al. [5] state that gamification may be of use when reducing learning time and teaching
complex subjects. Gamification could also improve the way people learn with other people and how
to build communities.
Hsin-Yuan Huang and Soman [13] described six possible pain points related to poor quality of
assignments being submitted: lack of focus on the part of the students, lack of motivation, lack of
skills, pride (Adults think that they already know what they need to know), learning environment
and nature of the course, and physical, mental and emotional factors. All of these pain points could
be attacked using the right gamification elements. And, as almost all the authors cited in this
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document, they propose that gamification elements are used to increase engagement and
motivation of participants.
Then, there is a way to enrich gamification: Using students’ emotions.







Gamification elements have their origins in games; therefore these elements could have an
impact on students’ emotions.
A learning environment and a learning activity can improve the learner´s results and actions
if the proposed actions recognize and satisfy their needs, establishing a connection between
learning and emotions.
Emotion and affection could change students’ decisions, their learning, and the way they
think about a topic, then, a greater focus on emotions and affection could help the learners
to reach their goals.
If a student experiences positive feelings using a learning environment, the learners will
increase their skills, level of challenge and performance in the activities.

The idea of using Gamification including the participants’ emotions is useful when gamified activities
can be hosted with a Learning Management System (LMS) or a MOOC platform without introducing
changes in the host software. Subsequently, this proposal shows how interoperable contents is an
alternative to share solutions and use different contents between different learning platforms.

1.5. About the document
The document is organized as follows. Methodology section describes concisely how the work was
done. The state of the art section describes online courses oriented to massive open online courses,
gamification and affective models. The section entitled “Software engineering process” presents
how the software was built using the state of the art information. Finally, "Conclusion" shows the
results, findings and new work paths to improve the software.

2. Methodology
In order to achieve the obtained results the following stages were fulfilled:
1. Literature review: A search and selection of literature related mainly to MOOC, Gamification
and Emotions was carried out, in order to find relevant information to define what the
project core elements.
2. Affective model definition: The bibliographical review helped to understand how the
authors are analyzing affective and emotion user models. This information was used to build
the project user model.
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3. Gamification elements selection: With the user model defined, the gamification elements
used in this project were selected, then, there were an exploration in how was the best way
to incorporate them into the solution.
4. Learning Management System (LMS) connection alternatives exploration: In this stage, the
main purpose was to understand how to connect a software to a LMS and how to get the
user activity data to feed the user model.
5. Two iteration design, development and test: Rational Unified Process (RUP) was used in the
engineering software process.

3. State of the Art
3.1. MOOC
MOOC is Massive Open Online Course. Tu and Sujo-Montes [14] take MOOC initials to define the
three essential features of these courses: Open, all people around the world could get enrolled for
free or paying a fee; massive, courses are available for hundreds or thousands of people around the
world; and online, because that’s the way teachers and students have access to all of the content.
Courses are structured on a web platform such as Coursera, edX, Futurelearn, Udacity, MiriadaX.
These platforms should support a high volume of concurrent users and use cloud infrastructure with
high availability rates.
Baturay [15] said the first time the term MOOC appeared was in 2008 “by Stephen Downes and
George Siemens and based on ‘connectivist’ distributed peer learning model”, and then, in 2011, a
group of Stanford University professors used educational videos and other resources in an open
online format.
As Brahimi and Sarirete said [3], the nature of massive and open make a MOOC available and able
to receive people from different countries, ages, knowledge, cultures, interests, and even languages,
therefore, MOOC are offering the opportunity to interact, learn, collaborate and share interests
between people from all around the world anytime and anywhere.

3.1.1. MOOC classification
MOOC are commonly classified in two types: cMOOC and xMOOC. cMOOC are Connectivist MOOC.
The term was proposed by Alec Couros, George Siemens, Stephen Downes, and Dave Cormier in
2008. These courses are based on the connectivist learning paradigm where the instructor is more
a facilitator than a teacher, knowledge in the course is constructed by the participants, the content
and resources are posted by the participants and the learners define their learning paths guided or
motivated by the facilitator, as described by Tu, Sujo-Montes and Yen [14]. They also define xMOOC
(Extension MOOC) as “the ones with huge enrollments, commercial prospects, prestigious university
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professors, automated testing, and exposure in the popular press”, the participants find the content
(lectures and assessment activities) in the platform, the course is content-centered and usually uses
an instructivist pedagogy.
Ulrich and Nedelcu [10] share this classification from Siemens in 2012, defining the model of cMOOC
as one based on creativity, autonomy, social network learning and knowledge generation, and the
xMOOC model based on a traditional learning with lectures, activities an knowledge duplication.
Boyatt et al. [11] also emphasize that, in cMOOC “Each of the potentially many participants is
responsible for setting their own learning objectives and pathways”, there’s not an assessment
model, the facilitators give some kind of structure, but the direction of the MOOC and the generated
knowledge is the responsibility of the learners. In contrast, xMOOC, are more like a traditional
course from a University, with learning objectives, outcomes to achieve, feedback, and activities like
forums, tests and peer review.
In addition to this types of MOOC, some authors propose the following classifications:











POOC (Personalized Open Online Course) [2]: it delivers to learners a personalized and
modular contents when the learners follow a path, using MOOC technologies and a
cooperative learning pedagogy. POOC involves It’s “a social learning activity involving peers,
learning facilitators, subject matter experts, mentors and work place supervisors” “It
embraces blended Learning, online support, and comprehensive community engagements
/ immersions.” POOC requires regular mentoring and facilitation.
pMOOC (project-based MOOC): Phan, McNeil and Robin [16] define this MOOC as “a
content based, highly structured MOOC in terms of how the course content is organized and
presented, but also blends a project-based model of assessment.” The MOOC presents to
learners some resources and at the end of the week the students have to deliver a one week
project. The learning assessment is made by the partners in a peer review strategy using
some rubrics designed by the teachers.
pMOOC (Professional MOOC) is presented by Granow et al. [17] as a MOOC offered in an
open university to qualify professionals. The courses are orientated to the learning needs of
professionals with free access, in a non-formal learning format initially and without a legal
relationship with a university.
aMOOC (Adaptative MOOC) is introduced by Sonwalkar [18] as a platform with the capacity
to host and organize different kinds of resources (Audio, video, images, animations,
simulations and text) and deliver the content to learners depending on their learning
pathway. Granow et al. [17] describe aMOOC as an xMOOC that offers to learners a
personalized learning experience.
bMOOC (Blended MOOC) which is just mentioned by Granow et al. [17] like a closed event
opened for outside participants.
Lisitsyna et al [19] classify the MOOC in three types: “Courses for career-guidance and
subject field promotion”, “Courses close in content to base disciplines of higher education
7

institutions’ programs (mathematics, physics, informatics, etc.)” and “Courses for applied
technologies studies and practical skills training (such courses are mostly created for IT
sphere).” [19]

3.1.2. MOOC participants classification
On the partners site [20] of the Futurelearn (www.futurelearn.com) participants are classified as
follows:








Joiners: People who enroll in a course
Leavers: People who unenroll from a course
Learners: People who viewed at least one step in the course (Average: 50% of joiners)
Active learners: People who completed at least one step in the course (Average: 81% of
learners)
Returning learners: People who completed at least one step of two different weeks in the
course. (Average: 40% of learners)
Social learner: People who have posted one comment in, at least, one step (Average: 38%
of learners)
Fully participating learners: People who have completed at least the 50% of the steps in the
course. (Average: 21% of learners)

Anderson et al. [21] classified MOOC participants according to a number called the assignment
fraction, a fraction defined by “the total number of lectures and assignments completed by the
student, what fraction were assignments?”. The participants then were classified into five groups:






Viewers: Participants who watch lectures but with low number of assignments.
Solvers: People who made the graded assignments but viewed few lectures.
All-rounders: They have a balance between lectures and assignments.
Collectors: Participants who download the lectures, nobody knows if they are watching the
lectures, and made a few assignments.
Bystanders: Registered users with very low activity.

When the assignment fraction is near 0, it means that the participants only viewed lectures, and
near 1, means that participants made the assignments but not the lectures.
Hill [22] shows another classification for MOOC students:



No-Shows: Registered people who never login the course while it is active.
Observers: Students who watch the lectures but don’t take the assessment activities.
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Drop-Ins: Students who watch some lectures and take some assessment activities,
sometimes about a specific topic, but don’t complete the course.
Passive Participants: Students who watch the lectures and take quizzes “but generally do
not engage with the assignments”.
Active Participants: Students who watch the lectures, participate in forums and take the
activities.

Huges and Dobbins [9] show different user characterizations in MOOC, mentioning some authors:




Clow (2013) show how participation can be classified into four progress steps: awareness,
registration, activity, and progress.
Kizilcec et al. (2013) “categorize learners into patterns of engagement (completing, auditing,
disengaging, and sampling).” [9]
Milligan et al. (2013) classify students into active, lurking, and passive

Universities UK [23] in 2012 took information from the MOOC students background and made the
following participant classification:









Vocational learners: professionals looking to maintain their knowledge on a field or explore
new areas in order to develop their careers through flexible and lower cost independent
learning models.
Educators and researchers: education professionals using MOOCs and their resources in
their own or other academic fields as open educational resources for reusing and remixing
in their own work with students.
Higher education students: enrolled students accessing MOOCs as learning and teaching
resources as part of existing courses utilizing video lectures, reading lists and other open
educational resources
‘Hobby’ learners: the long tradition of adults engaging in their own self-directed programs
of study, now able to capitalize on the various ‘open web’ initiatives such as Wikipedia.
Prospective students: potential students who are looking to explore different course
options and assess if a course may be a potential fit, or who may come to be inspired to
embark on more formal studies”

Barak, Watted and Haik [24] present the MOOC completer according to their learning motivation
into five categories:


Problem-solvers: Participants looking for solutions for a real problem maybe in their work
place.
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Networkers: Participants looking for a community with people who shares their interest and
expertise, and interested in knowledge sharing.
Benefactors: People interested in the topic. They will try to contribute in the advance of this
topic later.
Innovation-seekers: People looking for updates in a topic.
Complementary-learners: People interested in expanding their school curriculum.

The first four classifications define in some way these groups of participants:




Students who enroll in a course but never take the course.
Students who take and complete the course.
Students who watch some lectures, take some quizzes, but don’t complete the course.

This work tries to work with the last group of students: People who don’t complete the course.

3.2. Gamification
Yohannis et al. [25] expose a gamification lexical definition. They say that gamification is derived
from ‘gamify’ with an ‘-ation’ suffix, and the word gamify is derived from ‘game’ with an ‘-fy’ suffix.
The ‘-fy’ suffix adds the sense of transforming something into a game or adding the attributes of a
game to something. Then, the ‘-ation’ suffix adds to ´gamify´ the meaning of process. Therefore, on
a lexical level, Gamification is the process of transforming something into a game or adding game
attributes to something.
Borrás et al. [5] propose a first definition of Gamification as the use of the advantages of games in
contexts that are not games. The authors also point out that the term is based on the psychological
theory of self-determination, where extrinsic and intrinsic motivations are found. Extrinsic relates
to money, points, or things given by the game, and the intrinsic ones, include the student’s
motivations, such as autonomy, conviction or interest. They also assert that the three innate
psychological needs for humans constitute relations (Interest in community and interaction),
autonomy (intrinsic need to solve a problem) and competence (Reaching objectives and receiving
feedback).
Lehtonen et al. [26] cite Deterding et al. to define Gamification as “the use of game design elements
in non-game contexts” and highlight the use of rewards for students when they finish an activity.
Prandi, Salomoni and Mirri [27] on the first part of their paper present the same definition of
gamification than Lehtonen et al. [26], but on the gamification section, they mention that Jesse
Schell gave a talk called “Design Outside the Box” and used the term Gamification for the first time
in 2010. They also summarize players’ motivations as intellectual curiosity, achievement, social
recognition, social exchange, cognitive stimulation and self-determination.
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A similar definition is exposed by Danelly [28] where “Gamification is about identifying structures
and behavioral procedures in ‘games’ (video-games, board-games, party-games… or even sports!)"
and replicate them in educational or work contexts, to manage audience behavior.” The difference
between this definition and the definitions below is that it is used to manage the audience behavior,
but doesn’t talk about motivation or human needs.
Another similar definition is posted by Nah et al. [29] who cite Zichermann and Cunningham:
“Gamification is the process of game-thinking and game mechanics to engage users and solve
problems” and comment it as a strategy to use the game concepts for engaging and learning
involving these concepts on activities. Nah et al. also describe the following gamification principles:







Goal orientation: They suggest the use of mid-term missions which could be achieved with
short-term missions, giving the student the possibility to follow a path from beginner to
expert.
Achievement or accomplishment: A way to recognize that the student has reached a goal.
This could be represented with the use of badges.
Reinforcement: The use of rewards and feedback to engage the student.
Competition: Taken as a tool to increase the students’ engagement, nevertheless, the
authors don’t consider competition as an important principle.
Fun orientation: If the student is having fun, they will be engaged and will be motivated to
learn.

Hsin-Yuan Huang and Soman [13] take the definition of gamification from two authors: Yu-kai Chou
who defines gamification as “the craft of deriving all the fun and addicting elements found in games
and applying them to real-world or productive activities”, and Ray Wang whose definition is “a series
of design principles, processes and systems used to influence, engage and motivate individuals,
groups and communities to drive behaviours and effect desired outcomes.” The first one is similar
to other authors’ definitions, while the second is centered in fun, motivation and engagement.
Glover [30] takes the definition of gamification from Deterding et al. as “the use of video game
elements (rather than full-fledged games) to improve user experience and user engagement in nongame services and applications”, but he clarifies that other kind of games, different to video-games,
could support this definition. Glover [30] also points out competition as a principle to” motivate and
encourage ‘productive’ behaviors and the importance of gamification “to encourage collaborative
and cooperative behaviors” through communities.
González, Mora and Toledo [31] don’t talk about gamification directly, but mention the book “What
Videogames have to teach us about learning and literacy” by James Paul Gee in order to list these
learning principles for satisfactory games: “a) Provide the users with information on demand and as
needed, not out of context (…) b) Are capable of presenting users with tasks that are challenging,
but at the same time doable. (…) c) To convert their users into creators, and not mere receptors, in
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other words, their actions influence or build the game’s universe. d) Initial levels that are specifically
designed to provide users with the basic knowledge required to allow them to build generalizations
that will enable them to face more complex problems. e) To create a “cycle of mastery”, in which
players acquire routines through which they increase their level so as to accomplish a specific task.”
[31]
These authors show different tendencies in gamification definitions. The first authors describe
gamification tending to the use of game elements in non-game contexts, while others proposes that
gamification tries to transform the process and learning activities into games. This work uses the
first definition to be applied in the solution context.

3.2.1. Gamification elements
Prandi, Salomoni and Mirri [27] list the following elements that could be used in gamification: points
or scores, badges, leaderboards, progression, status or ranks, levels or stages, rewards and roles.
The experience told by Lisitsyna et al. [19] describes the experiment of using some game mechanics
in a course in Russia, namely: points, badges and achievements, levels, storytelling, best students
ratings, gradual material presentation, gradual complication.
Berkling [32] ennumerate the use of mechanics, aesthetics, progress bars, intermediate feedback,
leaderboards and PBL (Points, badges and levels) as external motivators and furthermore
mentioned internal motivators as autonomy, mastery, purpose and basic needs.
Nah et al. [29] explain these system design elements for gamification:










Leaderboards: Show the score leaders and brings pride and engagement to users.
Levels/Milestones: Show user progress and the reached goals.
Points: refers to the scoring schema and is used for a reward system.
Onboarding: “Onboarding is a scaffolding method that can help players progress and
advance from a novice to an expert or master” and is used to sustain user engagement.
Challenges/Quests: Challenges and quests are used to keep the users’ focus, engagement
and interest and are helpful when a user wants to practice.
Badges: A public reward that recognizes the user’s achievement and accomplishment of a
task, assignment or group of tasks.
Immediate Feedback: Relates to information given to users in order to show them their
progress and to reinforce them.
Social Engagement Loops: The main idea is the use of social circles to involve, motivate and
engage users with activities.
Teams/Social Dynamics: The use of teams to reach rewards. It creates identity, social
positioning and engagement.
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Rules: Applied to guide the users to complete activities correctly, it gives them control, a
sense of fairness and equality and gives them the opportunity to trust the activities.
Sometimes it is useful to call the users to generate game rules.
Marketplace/Economies: The use of any currency in an economy increases competition and
gives realism to the gamified activity.
Visual/3D Space/Sounds: These are elements used to enrich the environment.
Avatars: on the one hand, these elements are used to enrich the environment too, but, on
the other hand, they can be used to simulate either a real or a fantasy world and improve
engagement.
Customization: There are many elements that can be customized, such as the environment,
names, their preferences or complexity levels responding to user’s skills, or pathways.
Customization could help fit the environment to every user’s needs as well as engaging them
in the activity.
Narrative Context: That is to say the story of the activities and the environment, and is used
to engage users, to guide actions, give hits of how to reach each goal and provides activities
with meaning.
Roleplay: It provides users with a role in the environment. When a user has a role, they can
improve their skills in said role and the activities will have greater relevance.

Herbert et al. [33] present Reflex, a 3D virtual world learning system with different gamified
contents. Reflex “presents information to learners based on their curriculum learning objectives and
tracks their movement and interactions within the world” and was used in experiments with second
year students in two modules. Gamification features used in Reflex were badges, points, visible
statuses (Display the user progress), leaderboards, unlockable content (The content unlock
depending on user’s performance), customization and levels.
Glover [30] names gamification elements as reward mechanisms and categorizes them in three
items:




Leaderboards: “lists of players ranked according to their success within the game” [30]
Prizes: Refer to customization options offered by the environment and used to engage users
and improve user experience.
Achievements: Shows the activities completed by the user and what a user has done with
icons or images.

This project will work with feedback or badges sent to user when the user reaches or unblocks an
emotion level. Then, the mechanics should help to use this resources. According to this
information, main gamification elements for this project are:
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Feedback: It's important to give information to the user at the right time. Feedback is used
when the student should receive a reinforcement.
Levels: The levels are used to measure the student's emotions. When the student reached
a state, the system should generate a feedback.
Unblock: Some of the resources received by the students are unlocked when they reach
an emotional level, and the students don’t need to know how they are unlocking those
resources.
Badges: Some student emotional states and achievements should give to the student
something that represents an accomplished goal.
Mechanics: The system should apply some rules to the student actions to define when the
system should perform an action.

3.2.2. Gamification uses
Gamification is used to deal with problems like low rate completion, low participation and student
isolation, by providing tools to motivate, engage and guide the students in a course. Some examples
are:











LMS like Blackboard or Moodle, use gamification elements such as badges or completion
boards, and the teachers can use them in their activities.
Web
sites
such
as
http://Openbagdes.org,
http://redcrittertracker.com,
http://Playngage.io,
http://www.crowdrise.com,
https://badges.webmaker.org/,
http://www.chorewars.com, are dedicated to offer some gamification elements to their
users.
Glover [30] explains how gamification could improve students’ motivation not only by using
rewards, but by reducing the difficulty level of activities and addressing the learning design
by using an appropriate pedagogy. Therefore, well implemented gamification could
encourage students.
Wagner and Minge [34] show the results of an experiment where social elements of
gamification were added in an experience with elderly people. Their research let them find
that gamification is used to satisfy the personal growth needs, even with other people, and
when people play together they are more motivated to reach the proposed goals.
Surendeleg, Tudevdagva and Kim [35] describe the design of a course for adults with
gamified activities. In the experiments they mentioned, it was found that the use of
gamification didn’t improve the students’ performance, but when gamification was
removed, students’ performance decreased.
Ebermann et al. [36] in their study improved a dual-purpose Information System (IS) in a car
for digital natives and digital immigrants. Dual-purpose means a utilitarian (for serious tasks)
part and a hedonic (entertainment) part. When the IS hedonic parts were used, emotional
responses were triggered, and a way to trigger these emotions was by using gamification.
They used collecting points for rewards, rankings and for team performance or group task,
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but they affirm that they don’t know the impact of these mechanics in emotional states of
participants and may not be able to prompt the users in the desired direction.
Coursera currently offers a course on gamification which is offered by University of
Pennsylvania and Kevin Werbach is its professor. This course features gamification elements
used to motivate and engage its students.

Despite the potential of gamification elements in education, and the emotions produced by these
elements in the students, there is a lack of research about taking emotion sand affective models
into account in this process. We can mention examples of these situations:








Aparicio et al. [37]explained in their proposal of a method for applying gamification, that
the playability analysis in gamification is a measure used to characterize the level of fun,
effectiveness, interactions, experience, motivation, and this features they could measure
the emotions felt in the gamified activities.
Makis Leontidis and Constantin Halatsis [38] present a Learner Affective Model (LAM) as the
combination between an Affective Style (learning styles and personality traits) and cognitive
abilities with affective preferences of the learner, included on a web learning environment.
The LAM is used in a gamified software.
Hernández, Zucar and Arroyo-Figueroa [39] explain how the student will have better
outcomes in learning when an action is given according to students’ personality traits, a
cognitive model of emotions, the students’ goals and some pedagogical attributes. They
took these elements to build a student model and a teacher model, including an affective
students’ model and an affective tutor model.
Ikehara, Crosby and Silva [40] define the goal of augmented cognition as an “increase task
performance capacity by using physiological sensor feedback to adjust or modify the activity
for the user” [40], and show an experience using gamification to increase augmented
cognition. They introduce the term Flow to show how a balance between skills and
challenges is achieved with performance feedback.

3.3. Student affective model
Rodriguez, Ramos and Wang in [41] asserted that emotions have an influence on people’s activities
and decision making processes. Emotions are defined as the result of the perception of external
stimuli
A number of different models of emotion exist, classified in: Discrete models (mainly descriptive),
dimensional models to describe emotion dynamics and expression of emotions although not to the
ways they are triggered; lastly, cognitive models, where emotions are triggered by stimuli (Where
Ortony, Clore and Collins - OCC model is classified and will be explained in this document) [42]
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Binali and Potdar [43] define an emotion as a small reaction to a situation that is triggered and
measured in specific situations. They describe these emotion modeling approaches:





Categorical Approach: This approach models the emotions like happiness, sadness, fear,
surprise, anger and disgust as categories, concepts or groups of sets of equivalent things.
Dimensional Approach: This approach states that emotions are related between them. Each
emotion has the valence (positive or negative emotion), arousal (Exited or apathetic
emotion) and power (Strength degree) as dimensions.
Appraisal-Based Approach: It’s a dimensional approach extension, because represents
dimensions as changes in compoments as coginition, motivation, reactions and feelings.

One of the more referenced models of emotions used in software is the OCC Model. This model "is
formulated in a way that permits its implementation within AI systems" and "is the most widely
used model for emotion representation", nevertheless, t it could be complex too, as Nallaperuma
and Karunananda [44] mention.
Adam, Herzig and Longin [45] cited the OCC authors who said: “(…) we would like to lay the
foundation for a computationally tractable model of emotion. In other words, we would like an
account of emotion that could in principle be used in an Artificial Intelligence (AI) system that would,
for example, be able to reason about emotion. (Ortony et al. 1988, p. 2)” [45]
The OCC model takes its name from Ortony, Clore, and Collins, and is widely used in different AI
systems [46] as Steunebrink, Dastani and Meyer declare. It uses 11 pairs of emotions, where there
is a correspondence between a positive and a negative emotion within each pair which is in turn
classified into one of six groups. This table summarizes the model [47]:
Table 1.
OCC’s pairs of emotions
Groups of Emotion
Positive Emotion
Negative Emotion
Fortunes of Others
Happy for
Pity
Gloating
Resentment
Prospect Based
Hope
Fear
Satisfaction
Fears Confirmed
Relief
Disappointment
Well-being
Joy
Distress
Attribution
Pride
Shame
Admiration
Reproach
Well-being/Attribution
Gratification
Remorse
Gratitude
Anger
Attraction
Love
Hate
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Each pair of emotions represents a variable in the presented model. The possible values of this
variable go from 0 to 1, where a value in the interval [0,0.5) shows a tendency towards negative
emotions , and the value in the interval (0.5,1] shows a tendency towards positive emotions .
Aydin and Orgun [48] proposed an emotion model where every emotion has a quantitative measure
and a classification. This classification refers to the strength of the emotion and the person’s needs
and is composed of four levels that relate to positive and negative emotions: “Extraordinarily”,
“quite”, “very” and “little”. This classification could be used to take action when a change in emotion
is detected.
After reviewing options for the student's affective model, the OCC model of emotions is chosen
using a quantitative measure and classification.

3.4. Affective model as part of student model
Hernández, Zucar and Arroyo-Figueroa [39] explain how the student will have better outcomes in
learning when an action is given according to the students’ affective model. They built this affective
model with two elements: An affective student model using personality and emotions theory to
provide them with actions according to students’ pedagogical, affective and knowledge state, and
an affective tutor model based on teachers’ expertise.
The affective behavior model (ABM) they propose features a student module which includes a
pedagogical student model, an affective student model and a tutorial situation, and on the other
hand, a tutor module with an affective tutor model and a pedagogical model. The next tutorial
action receives information from the student model, then, the affective model for students reads
the affective student state and this information, feeds it to the tutor module, and then, the system
decides a pedagogical and affective action using a strategy given by teachers in the authors study.
They use the OCC model to use and group emotions in pairs: Joy-distress, pride-shame and
admiration-reproach. They combine the OCC model with three goals defined by the student: Learn
the topics, be successful and be as fast as possible. They know a goal was reached when a student
completes an activity, then, they used this knowledge to show the student the next pedagogical
action combining the output of pedagogical model and affective action.
Makis Leontidis and Constantin Halatsis [38] present a Learner Affective Model (LAM) as the
combination between an Affective Style (learning styles and personality traits) and cognitive abilities
with affective preferences of the learner, included on a web learning environment.
Affection is now a field of study because it influences decisions, perception, reasoning and learning.
Specifically in learning it could help people to reach their goals. When an affective style is stored in
the LAM, the LAM uses an ontology and a Bayesian network to provide the learner with appropriate
pedagogical guidance. This LAM is a part of an Affective Module that would be included in a web
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application. The goal is “to provide the learner with a more personalized and friendly environment
for learning, according to his personality, mood and emotions.” [38]
In Learning styles they show how people learn through theories, experimentation, pictures, audios,
texts and others, and that’s why they use the Index of Learning Style proposed by Felder and
Silverman, where we can find a five-dimension classification of learners: :







Visual (V) / Verbal (B): People learn using images and diagrams or using text and audio.
Sensory (S) / Intuitive (N): People who learn by experiments, facts and examples, or
complicated data without detailed information.
Global (G) / Sequential (Q): People looking for the section of interest and use intuition to
complete the scheme of things, or preferring sequential and ordered information.
Active (A) / Reflective (R): People working in active experimentation and acting, or
processing information and concepts, thinking in a reflective way and listening to others’
opinions.
Inductive (I) / Deductive (D): The way the information is organized to find something out or
deduce it.

They also define personality as the “characteristics that distinguish one human being from another”,
and use a personality model called the Five Factor Model (FFM) from Costa and McCrae or the
OCEAN model to describe personality traits. The OCEAN model is defined by the following
dimensions:






Openness: A creative and intellectual person who likes new experiences and is classified
into explorer, moderate or preserver.
Conscientiousness: A responsible, persistent and well-organized person classified into
focused, balanced or flexible.
Extraversion: Asocial, talkative or emotional person and classified into extrovert, ambivalent
or introvert.
Agreeableness: A cooperative, trustworthy and modest person classified into Adapter,
negotiator or challenger.
Neuroticism: A nervous, anxious and insecure person classified into reactive, responsive or
resilient.

Ontology was used to represent the Learner Affective Model (LAM) along with the learning
strategies and the OCEAN model. Then, Bayesian Networks were used to correlate information and
show the learner the right information.
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Leontidis and Halatsis [38] then built MENTOR, a software with an architecture that includes a visual
component and an emotional component connected with a Teacher component, and both have
access to LAM.
After that they built the Affective Style using the first four learner styles and a fifth category with
the OCEAN personality traits, combining the way the people learn and their personality. Then, this
Affective Style was integrated to LAM through an ontology so they can provide adapted material to
their learners.

3.5. Using MOOC, Gamification and Emotions
González Sánchez, Padilla Zea and Gutiérrez [49] propose the user experience as an element to
assess playability more than usability. Then, they show the following playability characteristics:








Satisfaction: A player’s level of gratification or pleasure.
Learnability: The extent to which the user can understand the game and its mechanics.
Effectiveness: The extent to which the game offers enough entertainment and the player is
able to finish the game and reach their goals.
Immersion: The capacity to involve the player in the gamified world and believe in the
game’s contents.
Motivation: The conditions that move the player to play and finish the game.
Emotion: The user’s feelings as a response to the game.
Socialization: The promotion of a social dimension.

As Aparicio et al. [37] explain in their proposal of a method for applying gamification, the playability
analysis in gamification is a measure to define the level of fun, effectiveness, interactions,
experience, motivation, and then, the emotions felt in the gamified activities.
Korn et al. [50] used face recognition to measure people´s emotions when using a gamified activity.
They realized that without gamification they had more happy and unhappy faces, but with
gamification the participants had better results. They used “real-time multimodal feedback (audio
and visual)”, performance and scores, with the aim of working in facial detection, and found this
unexpected answer about happiness. Then, if we want to work with emotions and gamification,
emotions should be provided in some way to the activity’s person in charge to use this information
to give a better feedback to participants.
Ikehara, Crosby and Silva [40] define the goal of augmented cognition as “increase task performance
capacity by using physiological sensor feedback to adjust or modify the activity for the user”, and to
show an experience using gamification to increase augmented cognition. They introduce the term
Flow as the optimal experience, or the balance between skills and challenges, with performance
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feedback. With this balance, the participant will have a better experience, and could be part of a
flow channel (Repeated flow moments). When the goals show the participant a path, and immediate
feedback show the participant’s performance, the participant will most likely enjoy the flow and be
engaged in the activities.
Sweetser and Wyeth [51] use the term flow as a gratifying experience for people who just enjoy
doing it even if they are not going to receive a reward, or if it is hard to do or dangerous. They show
these eight elements of flow experiences:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

“A task that can be completed;
The ability to concentrate on the task;
That concentration is possible because the task has clear goals;
That concentration is possible because the task provides immediate feedback;
The ability to exercise a sense of control over actions;
A deep but effortless involvement that removes awareness of the frustrations of everyday
life;
(7) Concern for self disappears, but sense of self emerges stronger afterwards; and
(8) The sense of the duration of time is altered.” [51]

Later, the authors propose the GameFlow model, a model of enjoyment in games constructed from
Flow. GameFlow has eight elements, most of them, taken from Flow elements:









Concentration: Games should require concentration and the player should be able to
concentrate on the game.
Challenge: Games should be sufficiently challenging and match the player’s skill level.
Player Skills: Games must support a player’s skill development and mastery.
Control: Players should feel a sense of control over their actions in the game.
Clear Goals: Games should provide the player with clear goals at appropriate times.
Feedback: Players must receive appropriate feedback at appropriate times.
Immersion: Players should experience deep but effortless involvement in the game.
Social Interaction: Games should support and create opportunities for social interaction.

4. Solution definition
This work proposes a software that could help to increase the completion rates, the student
motivation and engagement, and to go along with the student in his / her learning process. This
software includes an affective model using the OCC model of emotions to represent the students’
emotions when they are facing some course activities.
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When the student tries to do an activity, the system is catching information related to time spent,
questions clicked, or performance in an activity to send information to the model. The model is fed
using a rule system who catches the student activity in the learning environment and apply rules to
tell the model when an emotion state update is needed.
The rule system also gets information from the user model to know when the student emotion state
is in a special range or value and identifies when an intervention is needed. This model will tell the
software when the student has positive or negative emotions and the software will send a
personalized resource to encourage the student to improve his / her learning process.
The software should also be used with various learning platforms, then, the solution includes the
implementation of an interoperability protocol to connect to different platforms in a standard way.

4.1. Software engineering process
Rational Unified Process (RUP) elements were used to obtain the software that was made during
the process. The following activities were carried out:










Business Modeling: It’s the problem understanding and identifying. A concise software
description was used in this stage.
Requirements: It’s the definition of the system main concepts and main functionalities. Use
cases diagram and use cases description were used to describe the system functionalities.
Analysis and Design: The software conceptual solution is built. Artifacts like class diagrams,
deployment diagrams, component diagrams and activity diagrams were defined.
Implementation: it’s the software coding, then, the software was developed as a result of
the analysis and design.
Test: It’s the software assessment. Functional tests were done.
Transition: Describes the activities to make the software available. It’s not defined yet in
this project.
Project Management: It’s about the project planning and execution. A schedule was used
to define the project stages.
Configuration & Change Management: In this stage the configurable elements are
identified. It’s not an activity on this project.
Environment: It’s about the project integration to different process. It’s not an activity on
this project.

The software engineering process was divided in two sections. The first will show the business
modeling, requirements and analysis and design. The next section will show the implementation,
test and the project management activities.
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4.2. Business Modeling
Universidad de los Andes – Colombia is currently offering blended, online and massive open online
courses. These courses use different platforms: Moodle, Blackboard, Coursera, FutureLearn and
edX. These courses are about different topics and have different teachers and pedagogical designs.
Some of the courses, especially online and blended, are only for the University students and use
Moodle and Blackboard platforms. Their contents have different natures, such as video, audio,
images, text, links and files. Interaction with participants is mediated by tests, forums, peer review
activities, wikis, glossaries, data bases, file uploads, chats and videoconference. These courses have
one or more teachers, and teachers have constant contact with students.
MOOCs are open for all people in the world, and uses Coursera, Futurelearn and edX platforms.
Their contents have different natures as online and blended courses, such as video, audio, images,
text, links and files. Interaction with participants is mediated by tests, forums, peer review activities
and file uploads. These courses have one or more teachers, but teachers not necessarily have
contact with students.
Students enroll in courses, do the proposed activities, take the online lessons, and submit
assessments. They are responsible too for taking the tests, participate in forums and submit the
activities at the right time.
These courses could face the same problems described in previous sections, then, a software
solution could be evaluated. The solution should fulfill the following groups of requirements:







Rules: The system should allow the rules definition in a declarative way. These rules should
define which software variables can be used to “read” the student interaction with the
software and specify the actions to be executed. The rules should be used more than one
time and could be changed if the software administrator want to.
Actions: The system should be able to act when some rules are fulfilled. The actions should
be the change of user emotional state, and send information to user when the emotional
state reaches a value or classification.
Emotions: The system should allow the emotions, levels of emotions and classification of
emotions definition.
Event management: The system should be able to catch information from students through
event management and feed the rules with this information.

4.3. Requirements
The following domain diagram show the main problem concepts and the relations between them:
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Figure 1.

Domain Diagram

The key problem concepts are:









Course: Is the place where the student will find a set of graded activities and another set
of activities to be done.
Activity: Is a work to be done by the student. The activity defines a set of questions to be
answered or a set of instructions to be followed by the students.
Student: Is the person who is learning in a course. The way the person learns is solving the
activities.
Emotion: Is a student strong feeling. The feeling is present in a short period.
Ruleset: It’s a set of rules. When all the rules set is met, an action should be performed
automatically.
Rule: It’s an instruction that states what is done by the student inside the system.
Action: Is the process performed by the system. The process should help to update an
emotion or should try to send a resource to a student.
Resource: Is an image, a message, a video, or any kind of content that can be shared with
a student.
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The groups of requirements then help to define actors who will interact with the software. These
actors are:




Administrator: Person who can setup all the software elements.
Teacher: Person who will create courses and place activities for students.
Student: Person who will take the courses and solve the activities.

With these requirements the use cases in appendix 1 were defined.

4.4. Analysis and design
The requirements defined the functionalities needed to build the software. The following sections
will describe the solution in terms of software artifacts.

4.4.1. Actions manager
The Actions Manager allows the teacher to set the actions that are going to be performed by the
system at any time. It consists of: Resource types, resources, action types and actions.
The resource types allow the teacher to define which type of element can be displayed to the user,
such as texts, images or videos. These resource types have an associated tag in HTML with a marked
content which is replaced when a resource is generated for the student, so it generates the
corresponding HTML tag to be displayed on a web page. This feature allows the teacher to add
different resource types within the system. Initially, the system has defined text, image, and
attachment types as resource types. These resource types are defined with a name, a description
and a tag in HTML relating to the element to be replaced.
Resource types are used to classify resources. These resources represent the elements that will be
shared with students when a condition is met within the system. Resources can be texts, files stored
in the system, or links to resources on the Internet, which are rendered when they are shown to the
student. Resources are defined with a name, resource type, and resource content or URL.
Resources are associated with actions. Actions notify the system how to update student information
depending on the type of action to be taken.
There are two types of action: Updating and ending a Resource. Updating is used to modify the value
that represents the affective state of the student, allowing (the teacher?, the system?) to define
whether a student’s emotion changes in a positive or a negative way. Sending a Resource is used
when the system detects that a student's emotion has reached a specific classification value and
must send information to the student in order to change their emotions. The types of action are
defined with a name and a description. Adding a new type of action that modifies some of the
elements of the system, could make it necessary to change the program’s code, and that’s why it is
not a customized element.
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When update type actions are executed, the system is notified to add or subtract a value related to
the student’s emotion level, changing its state to a higher (more positive) or a lower (More negative)
level. When the type of action is Send a Resource, an HTML tag that corresponds to the resource
configuration is generated and sent to the student. Actions are defined with a name, a description,
an action type, a value, if they are going to modify the student’s affective state, or the resource if
information is going to be sent to the student.

4.4.2. Rules Manager
A rules manager allows the teacher to define the actions that the system must execute depending
on the actions that the system detects in the user. The Rules Manager is made up of of variable
types, variables, operations on the variables, rules, and rule sets.
Variable types allow the teacher to determine which precise set of values can be measured in the
system in order to apply the rules. These sets are specified with a name and a description. By default,
the system should contain the “Seconds” variable type, (used to measure elapsed time in a specific
period) and a “Status” variable type, detected in the user, in order to notice, for example, when an
activity is started, finished or continued. The variables determine, according to their type, what can
be measured in the system in order to apply a rule. Variables are defined with a name, a description
and a type of variable.The system should allow the teacher, by defaultto measure the elapsed time
between actions and some of the actions performed by the student such as starting or finishing an
activity, or choosing an option within a multiple-choice question with only one answer.
Comparison operations can be performed on variables in order to determine whether a value is in
a specific state, e.g.; if it exceeds a measure from another value; or if the values are the same as any
specific text. The operations define the type of comparisons that can be made on the values assigned
to the variables. Comparisons of equal and different for text type variables and comparisons for
numerical type values such as greater, greater than or equal to, smaller, less than or equal to, equal
to and different are defined by default. Operations are defined with a name, a description and a
symbol that represents the operation. According to the previous definitions, variables are like a type
of data: a set of values with its set of operations.
Rules may be defined by using variables and comparison operations executed on them. Rules allow
the teacher to define the way in which the system detects the moment a student has performed an
action. A rule is fulfilled or activated by defining a variable, a comparison operation on that variable
and a value against which the comparison is made. For example, a rule may be activated when the
state of an activity is equal to “start” or whenever the time elapsed during an activity exceeds 30
seconds.
Rule sets allow the teacher to cluster rules that define one or two actions for the system to execute,
when all of rules are met. The rule sets are then composed of a name, a description, the rules to be
verified, the actions instructed to be executed, as well as a property which defines whether the set
should continue to verify once the actions that it establishes have been executed.
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4.4.3. Emotion Manager
The emotions manager allows us to define the emotions that will be used in the system, how to
classify them and the current state of each student. This emotions manager is composed of the
classification of emotions, emotions and students’ emotions.
Emotions are the elements that allows the teacher to define the user model, that is, they establish
of the user’s characteristics are to be measured and will allow the person to carry out actions
depending on their value. Emotions are created with a name and a description.
Emotions have a classification, which is defined with a name, a description related to the range that
an emotion can take for a student. It is these classifications the ones that trigger actions because
they establish the moment when a student’s emotion can be found within a given value range.
Students have emotions, which store a value for each student. These values become the measure
of the person’s level of emotion and can be located within one element of the classification of
emotions. The intervention is carried out according to said classification.

4.4.4. Events manager
The events manager collects information given by teachers and students and executes
corresponding actions according to the required requests. The events manager consists of the
course, the student, activities with questions, student’s activities, student’s responses, and rules
fulfilled by a student's activity.
The courses allow storing the information related to each course that is contained in the system.
Each course is composed of an identifier, the platform where the course comes from, its name, the
activities to be developed and the list of students as they enter in order to carry out activities. When
a person logs in using the teacher role, the system will expand the options to allow the person to
set any of the elements in the system, from actions and resources to rules.
Students manage the information of the people that enter the system to carry out the course
activities. When a student is registered in the system and tries to see the activities available, the
system verifies the student’s information, and if its information does not already exist as part of the
course, the system saves it in the course and displays the activities available. A student now obtains
information related to their name, identification number on the platform from which the student
made the call, their email and the resources received while using this system.
There are activities in the courses designed for students. The activities represent the exercises that
the student must solve and the ones upon which the code is inserted in order to capture the person’s
activity. The activities have a name, a description and the dates on which activities must be enabled
for participants.
Activities are made up of questions. Questions are each individual element within the activity that
the student must answer to complete an activity. For this case, multiple-choice with single and
multiple answers questions were modeled, and open and closed-ended text questions too. The
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questions are composed of a statement, the type of question and the correct answer for the type
of question that applies.
When a student answers a test, each response to a question is stored in an entity called Answer.
The “answers” store the solution to student to each question in an activity completed by a student.
The answers are composed of the question, the activity, the person and the answer to the question.
When an activity begins to be answered it is necessary to keep track of what the student is doing
and the rules that are applied to the activity. The entity of a student’s activity exists which registers
which of the rules have been met in the activity, which set of rules are completed and if the set of
rules should be restarted at a given time. The student’s activity then, relates the person to the
activity and the sets of rules with their compliance status.
This state of compliance is modeled as rules fulfilled by the student and the ones already fulfilled,
storing a relation towards a set of rules and a verification of the rules fulfilled.
The above managers were combined using a simple reflex agent. The agent receives information
about the environment through a sensor, for example, if the student starts or ends an activity, if he
or she chooses an option in a question or enters text in a text box. The agent checks the rules
established in the system and marks the ones fulfilled, for example, when a time limit is exceeded
or an action is equal to an expected element. When it has the revised rules, it establishes which
actions to take, that is, whether to update the person's emotional state or if information should be
sent to them, and to return the actions. These actions become a response for the system when it
gets updated or for the student when a resource should be shown.
The above description suggests the software artifacts shown in the following deploy diagram:

Figure 2.

Deploy Diagram
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The next class diagram shows with more detail the relation between the elements described before.
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Figure 3.

Class Diagram

All of the classes should implement CRUD operations. This diagram shows that the LMS has a
relation with course, it means that Course will receive the LMS calls, and then, the sensor for the
simple reflex agent should be implemented in this class.

4.4.5. Definition of events
Emotions are elicited in different ways for example by face recognition, voice analysis, text analysis,
or through human interpretation of others’ feelings. The elicitation of emotions comes after a
subjective interpretation of an event, and "an event may trigger an emotion only if the person thinks
that the event affects one of her goals" [52] as Ochs, Sadek and Pelachaud said.
An event is an action performed by the user on the environment and caught by the system. The
system uses the action to create a variable instance, to use a condition in order to compare it with
a previously stored value, and to know if a certain value was reached in order to launch a resource
when necessary. In the context of the project, the possible events and the defined conditions relate
to [53]:







Time: When time is less than, less than or equal to, equal to, greater than or greater than
or equal to a value when the student is developing an activity.
Activity: When an activity is initiated, finished, completed, canceled or timed out,
Repetition: Number of times a student made an activity, number of times the student
stopped and went back to the activity.
Sequence: activities in some sequence or activity path.
Level: Number of completed or failed activities.
Emotion: when an emotion level is less than, less than or equal to, equal to, greater than or
greater than or equal to a value.

4.4.6. Rules definition
A rule is defined as a system statement used for the definition of events. It establishes the
relationship between a variable, a condition and a value.
A set of rules is a grouping of one or more rules. The actions are triggered when a set of rules is
fulfilled. The possible actions are:




Update an emotion state
Send a badge or a medal
Send a encouragement message
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Send an advice message
Send a message to review the topic
Send an advice to ask a question
Send one part of a multi-part message. The whole message can be completed as the
activities are finished.

The messages can be texts, images, videos or audio. Two examples of a set of rules are the following:



(Time in activity is greater than 300 seconds AND Activity is not finished) OR (Activity is
canceled) then update emotion state (Increase Disappointment)
(Level is greater than 2 AND Activity is finished AND repetition of activity is 0) then send a
badge.

The rules should be defined in a declarative way, it means, the user should tell the system how the
rule is and which actions should take, without adding additional code.

5. Implementation
The software was shaped in two iterations. During the first one, the subsystem rules, the emotion
manager, the action manager, and a simple event manager were constructed. This software version
only considered actions of time because it could only use an html element that was embedded in
the activities.
The first iteration allowed to prove that the handling of rules, actions and emotions worked
properly, however, embedding the html element requires knowledge about platform configuration
in order to extract information as a user and how to embed the code within the different elements
of the platform. Additionally, by embedding the element within the platform, only those events
related to the user's time in an activity could be taken into account, because there was no way of
identifying another user’s actions such as clicking on an element, starting an activity or reviewing its
performance, because this information could not be captured from the elements of the platform,
and the system was left without important data to modify the affective state of the student.
In order to solve some of the issues on the first iteration, other activities were added to the software
in a way that they could capture other types of actions carried out by the user. The activities were
connected using the LTI protocol. By using this protocol, the system is able to use the connection
information to identify users and a user’s role, without the need to embed html elements on the
platforms. The activities then, being off the platforms, are controlled by the system, allowing to
obtain additional information about the beginning and end of activities, about what the user is doing
in the activity questions and other data such as student performance.
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5.1. Environment setup
The setup environment includes the four main components setup: Event Manager, Rule Manager,
Action Manager and Emotion Manager. The next image show the main setup web page. In the
following sections each component will be described.

Figure 4.

Main menu

5.1.1. Action Manager Implementation
Resource sets were used to define the sets of emotional reinforcements to send to the user and are
used in actions definition. Resource sets were implemented as described in the Analysis and Design
section. The next web resource set editor shows the result:
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Figure 5.

Edit Resource Set

Resource Set setup uses resources and resource types to be defined. The implementation of these
elements can be found in Appendix B. In addition, the resource sets can be listed as shown below:

Figure 6.

Resource Set List

Actions were used to update the user emotional state and to send the user an emotional
reinforcement. Actions were implemented as described in the Analysis and Design section. The next
web action editor shows the result:
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Figure 7.

Edit action

Action setup uses action types to be defined. The implementation of this element can be found in
Appendix 2. In addition, the actions can be listed as shown below:

Figure 8.

Action List

5.1.2. Emotion Manager Implementation
Emotions were used to model the user emotional state and to define a set of user elements to
measure inside the system. The emotions were implemented as described in the Analysis and Design
section. The next web emotion editor shows the result:
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Figure 9.

Emotion Editor

Emotion setup uses emotion types to be defined. The implementation of this element can be found
in Appendix 2. In addition, the emotions can be listed as shown below:

Figure 10. Emotion List

5.1.3. Rule Manager Implementation
Rules were used to model when the system needs to know the events to be caught. The rules
were implemented as described in the Analysis and Design section. The rules are defined in a
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declarative way, and the software will know when the rule was fulfilled. The next web rule editor
shows the result:

Figure 11. Edit Rule
Rule setup uses value types, values and comparison operations to be defined. The implementation
of these elements can be found in Appendix B. In addition, the rules can be listed as shown below:

Figure 12. Rule List
Rule Sets were used to find when the system should execute an action, like update a user emotional
state, or send information to the user. The rule sets were implemented as described in the Analysis
and Design section. The rule sets take the rules and declares an action to execute when all the rule
set is fulfilled. The next web rule set editor shows the result:
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Figure 13. Edit RuleSet
Rule set setup uses rules to be defined. In addition, the rule sets can be listed as shown below:

Figure 14. RuleSet List

5.1.4. Activity setup and course creation
The teacher sets up an LTI activity using an activity link, a public key and a secret key, as shown in
next figure using Moodle platform:
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Figure 15. Moodle LTI Setup
The system receives and verifies the parameters sent by the activity. Whet the parameters
verification is right, the system creates the course if not exists. The next figure shows the course
created:

Figure 16. Course created
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The teacher adds and sets up new activity questions, as shown in next figure:

Figure 17. Create and set up an activity question
The list of system questions are displayed like this:

Figure 18. System questions
The teacher goes to the create activity section and sets up an activity, as shown in next figure:

Figure 19. Create activity
The course activity is now available and listed in the activity list, as shown in next figure:
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Figure 20. Course activity list

5.1.5. Student activity
The student can solve the activities when the course and the activities are available in the system.
The student follows the activity link created by the teacher in the course to get a list of available
activities. The system receives and verifies the parameters sent by the activity link. Whet the
parameters verification is right the system shows the available activities list, as shown in next figure:

Figure 21. Available activities list
The student chooses and opens an activity from the list, as shown in next figure:
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Figure 22. Student activity
The student writes the answers for each question and submits the answers. At the end, the student
can review the answers and get an activity grade.
Between the activity pick and the activity review, the system is watching the user interaction with
the web pages. The interaction could be time between to actions, a click on the web page, an activity
beginning, an answer picking, and the others defined in the rules. The system is watching those
student interactions using javascript events. When an interaction occurs, a javascript event makes
a call to an embedded iframe, who throws an event to the event manager. The event manager
implements a simple reflex agent to manage requests. The event manager then:





Implements a sensor who is watching the environment. When the javascript event makes a
call, the sensor catches the request.
The request is the input received, then, it’s sent to interpret-input method. The method
returns the system state.
The state and the rules are sent to the rule match method. This method iterates the rules
inside the rule sets to verify and mark the rules matched. The method returns the rules.
The rules are sent to the actions list to find which actions meet the rules, and need to be
executed. The actions could be to Update Student Emotion, or Send Message to Student.
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When the action is Update Student Emotion, the system looks for the student emotion and increases
or decreases the value used to represent the student’s emotion. When the action is Send Message
to Student, the system send the message to the embedded iframe who is waiting a response. The
iframe then calls a javascript function, and the function calls the parent web page popup to show
the message to the student. An example of the message sent to the student is shown below:

Figure 23. Message sent to student example

5.2. Test
The tests were performed linking the software to Moodle LMS. The following table shows the test
software setup:

Table 2.
Emotion Classification

Software setup

Setup description
Five Emotion Classifications where defined:
 Hightest: When the student emotion level is in the interval
[0.8, 1.0]
 High: When the student emotion level is in the interval [0.6,
0.8)
 Medium: When the student emotion level is in the interval
[0.4, 0.6)
 Low: When the student emotion level is in the interval [0.2,
0.4)
 Lowest: When the student emotion level is in the interval
[0.0, 0.2)
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Emotion

Resource Type

Resource

Resource Set

Action type

Actions

Variable Type

Comparison Operation

Four pairs of emotion where created, each one of these used the
above five emotion classification. The emotions were:
 Joy – Distress
 Pride – Shame
 Relief – Disappointment
 Hope - Fear
Two Resource Types were defined:
 Text resource type
 Image resource type
The following resources were defined:
 Three motivational messages linked to the text resource type
 Three motivational images linked to the image resource type
 Three images of comics, linked to the image resource type
The following resource sets were built:
 A message resource set containing the three text resources
 An image resource set with the three alert resources
 A joke resource set with the three images of comics
Two Action Types were defined:
 Update user
 Resource
The actions were defined in two groups:
 Group 1, the actions defined to modify the student
emotional state. There are four actions to increase in one
tenth each student emotion level, and another four actions
to decrease in one tenth each student emotion level. The
action type of these actions was Update User.
 Group 2, the actions defined to send a resource from a
resource group when the students emotional states reach
the Low, Lowest and Highest values. The action type of these
actions was Resource.
Two Variable Types were defined:
 Seconds, to measure the elapsed time between events.
 State, to catch an event state
Six Comparison Operations were defined:
 Less than, used for numeric values
 Less than or equal to, used for numeric values
 Greater than, used for numeric values
 Greater than or equal to, used for numeric values
 Equal to, defined for numeric and text values
 Not equal to, defined for numeric and text values
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Variable

Rule

Rule Set

Question types

Questions

The variables to measure inside the software were:
 Time, to catch the time elapsed between events. Time
Variable Type is Seconds and its Comparison Operations are
all the defined above.
 State, to catch the student interactions with the software.
State Variable Type is State, and its Comparison Operations
are Equal to (a state) and Not equal to (a state).
The following rules were defined:
 Rule 1: Elapsed time is Greater Than 30 seconds (time > 30
sec)
 Rule 2: Activity state is Equal To Begin (state == Begin)
 Rule 3: Activity state is Equal To End (state == End)
 Rule 4: Activity state is Equal To click (state == click)
The rules can be used more than one time in different rule set.
The following Rule Sets were defined:
 Rule set 1: When the elapsed time between events is greater
than 30 seconds (Rule 1), the actions were:
o Decrease Joy in one tenth
o Send a resource if joy is classified as Lowest.
 Rule set 2: When the student begin an activity (Rule 2), the
actions were:
o Decrease Joy, Pride, Relief and Hope in one tenth.
o Send a resource if joy is classified as low.
 Rule set 3: When the student finishes an activity (Rule 3), the
actions were:
o Increase Joy, Pride, Relief and Hope in one tenth.
o Send a resource if joy is classified as low.
 Rule set 4: When the student clicks on a field (Rule 4), the
actions were:
o Decrease joy in one tenth.
o Increase relief in one tenth.
o Send a resource if relief is classified as lowest.
The following Question Types were defined:
 Multiple choice with single answer questions
 Multiple choice with multiple answer questions
 Short answer questions
 Open answer questions
The following Question were defined:
 One multiple choice with single answer question
 One multiple choice with multiple answer question
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Activities

 One short answer question
 One open answer question
One default activity with the four questions above was created in
test environment

The following is the summary of the main software functional tests performed:

Table 3.
Name
Actions

Software response
Status
Comments

Course creation test

Course creation test
 The teacher creates and sets up a LTI activity
 The teacher opens the activity.
 The course is automatically created.
The course was created
Succeeded
After the test, the software shows the image in Figure 16. The following
figure shows the software log.

Figure 24. Course creation test

Table 4.
Name
Action

Software response

Status

Student creation test

Create student test
 The student opens the LTI activity.
 The student is created automatically by the software
 The student is enrolled in the course by the software.
 The activities list is displayed to the student
 The student was created
 the student was enrolled into the course
 activities list was displayed
Succeeded
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Comments

After the test, the software shows the image in Figure 21. The following
figure shows the software log.

Figure 25. Student creation test
Table 5.
Name
Action

Software response

Status
Comments

Student activity and student activity rule set creation test
Student activity and student activity rule set creation test
 The student begins an activity
 The student solves the activity
 The student submits the activity answers
 The student score is displayed
 A student activity was created
 The student activity rule sets were created
 The score was displayed
Succeeded
The following figures shows the student activity and the student activity
rule sets created
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Figure 26. Student activity creation test
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Figure 27. Student activity rule set creation test
Table 6.
Name
Action

Software response
Status
Comments

Student emotional state update test

Student emotional state update test
 The student begins an activity
 The student clicks on different question elements
 The student solves the activity
 The student submits the activity answers
 The student score is displayed
The student emotional state was updated
Succeeded
The following figure shows the student emotional state updates
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Figure 28. Student emotional state update test
Table 7.
Name
Action

Software response
Status
Comments

Send resource to user test

Send resource to user test
 The student begins an activity
 The student clicks on different question elements and tries to
solve the activity
 The student doesn’t submit the activity until a resource is
received.
 The student solves the activity
 The student submits the activity answers
 The student score is displayed
The student received a resource as an emotional reinforcement
Succeeded
The following figure shows the resource received by the student as an
emotional reinforcement
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Figure 29. Send resource to user test

5.3. Project Management
The software was designed and developed in two iterations. The iterations schedule is presented
in the following tables:

Table 8.
Week
Sep 19 - Sep 25
Sep 26 - Oct 2
Oct 3 - Oct 9
Oct 10 - Oct 16
Oct 17 - Oct 23

Activity schedule: First iteration

Activity
Emotion design and development
Rules design and development
Rules design and development
Actions and events design and development
Rules settings and tests

Table 9.
Week
Oct 24 - Oct 30
Oct 31 - Nov 5
Nov 6 - Nov 12
Nov 13 - Nov 19
Nov 19 - Nov 25
Nov 25 - Dec 1
Dec 2 - Dec 8

Activity schedule: Second iteration
Activity
LTI development
Activities design and development
Actions and events design and development change
Functional test
Documentation
Work in presentation
Presentation
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6. Results and future work
An affective model using an approximation between a classification of states and the OCC, model
proposed by Ortony, Clore, and Collins with 22 pairs of emotions: This software allows changing the
student’s emotional state while the student performs an activity. The emotional state can be
categorized inside the software, and the emotions categories can define the emotion positive or
negative level. In one hand, these levels are used to select the actions applied to improve the
student emotional state; on the other hand, the OCC model of emotions offers a framework where
emotions are already defined and differentiated, so there’s no need to search or define the
emotions to use.
A subsystem for capturing user activity through the action record: Users perform multiple actions
while they complete an activity, however, the actions information on the web pages isn’t caught by
the platforms, or leave there a trace. This project considers that the analysis of these activities could
provide information about the users. This information is currently ignored by platforms, and could
be used to complement the information generated by the student performance or learning path.
This way, there is another approach to analyze and categorize student actions, and what is the effect
on student’s affective state. These actions could give another kind of information about the users,
like if the student is paying attention to the activity or just left it, or if the student has doubts about
his/her answers.
A subsystem for editing and parameterizing rules to update the user’s model and to determine the
system’s actions: The ability to define or change the rules applied to the user affective state suggests
the possibility to evolve and adapt the software response to different characteristics defined in the
environment. The user model is not static or closed to a set of predefined actions, and allows
introducing new elements or changing existing ones.
Configurable connection with an LMS from elements embedded in the activities and interoperability
tests: One of the software advantages is its ability to connect with different platforms. The activities
done by the user are platform embedded activities, then, the user doesn’t have to leave his learning
environment to carry out the activities and can find all the study material in the same site. In
addition, the interoperability makes the tool compatible with multiple platforms
Response with gamified elements to users based on detected and modeled emotions: MOOC and
online courses common problems are demotivation, isolation and lack of elements to increase the
student interest in activities or in coming to the end of the course. The gamification elements
provide alternatives to this kind of problems. The link between gamification elements and student
emotional state, gives the opportunity to share with the student appropriate resources that could
help the student to get motivated and finish the course.
This work proposal allows suggesting a tool that offers gamified answers to students according to
their affective state. The tool itself isn’t an affective model; the tool allows the parameterization or
configuration of an affective model. In this sense, an ideal complement to this work would be an
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expert help on how to measure emotions, so that rules and actions can be tuned to give a response
to students with a meaning beyond this work experimental tests.
The tool was designed to use two action types: Increase or decrease the student affective state
value, and send a resource from a resource set. A future work could include the possibility to
improve these actions or create new ones. For example, a change on the student emotion state
value could be done using different mathematical models or a relation between emotions and other
variable types. Then, new action types could be created, like one related to the activity knowledge
area, or maybe with contents to according to the student personality traits or learning styles.
The system uses rules based on comparison between values. An improvement could be the use of
mathematical functions applied to values to model the rules.
In the current software version, the learning assessment is really basic, so it can be improved to
attend more complex activities or question types and then, to catch another kind of events. The
software now catches when the student begins or ends the activity, the elapsed time between
events, and the actions done in an activity, however, there are other different elements to take in
account into the affective model, like the student performance in other courses, the learning paths,
or information about the student goals, motivations to take the course, personality traits or learning
styles.

7. Conclusions
The possibility to configure the rules, actions and the affective model, offer the opportunity to use
the resulting tool in other environments: The software was designed to respond to students’
emotional state, nevertheless, the results showed that emotions and emotion classification are
fields defined by the software manager, so the user model can be extended to add other variables
different than emotions, like personality traits or learning styles. The affective model can include
different variable types with different classifications, and those variable types can be used together
in the same system at the same time.
The rules and actions setup is done in a declarative way, broadening their use spectrum: The use of
rules offers a tool to update the user model and to send a resource to the student taking in account
the variables classification. The rules are defined in a declarative way, therefore, the software super
user has to tell what the system should do, and not how. The declarative rules definition allows the
super user to change the software behavior without changing the software code or knowing a
programming language.
The tool offers the possibility to connect it with different LMS platforms: The LTI Provider
implementation allows the software integration to different platforms. This integration makes the
tool look like a course activity and help to send some user information to the software. The software
can be used using a standard setup and will be another activity available to platform.
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Affective user models are often fed by information related to the facial expressions of the student:
The literature review showed that systems that provide a response to students based on detected
emotions generally use facial recognition, voice recognition programs or are fed by people who are
observing students' reactions when they are facing an activity. This option was not contemplated in
this project. In this work the proposal is to explore another way to detect emotions without having
to rely the responsibility to feed the system on people or special devices, however, it is necessary
to validate this proposal with experts in order to adjust the affective model.
Platforms do not provide online information about user activity, so the mechanism for embedding
elements in activities is limited to user actions in relation with time: One project’s part was to look
for how to use the user activity logging information generated by the MOOC platforms and the LMS
in real time. It was found that this information is generated and stored in its databases, and it must
be downloaded later to be used, but it can’t be accessed in real time, as the software needed to
change the affective state of students. It is the reason why it was necessary to implement the
activities as an external tool.
Research on affective models is new and there is insufficient conceptualization of events that modify
their values in a learning context: Within the investigations consulted, the pattern found was that
affective models try to mix different variable types, like learning styles, emotions, personality traits,
student goals, previous student knowledge, and even, course programs. Generally, these
investigations use Bayesian Networks to mix those elements and define how to update the user
affective model. However, those works are maturing their process to achieve more general results.
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Appendix 1. Use cases

Figure 30. Emotion Manager Use Cases
Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case

EM020 Create emotion
Administrator
The administrator creates a new emotion in the system
True
The emotion was created
1. The administrator selects the create emotion option
2. The system shows the create emotion form
3. The administrator fills name, opposite emotion and group fields and
selects the save option
4. The system validates the emotion information sent and saves it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2.

EM030 Update emotion
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Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Administrator
The administrator updates an emotion in the system
The emotion exists
The emotion was updated
1. The administrator selects an emotion and the option to update it
2. The system shows the edit emotion form
3. The administrator makes the changes in the emotions information
and selects the save option
4. The system validates the emotion information sent and saves it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2.

EM040 Delete emotion
Administrator
The administrator deletes an emotion from the system
The emotion exists
The emotion was deleted
1. The administrator selects an emotion and the option to delete it
2. The system shows a confirmation message
3. The administrator presses the ok button
4. The system validates if it can delete the emotion and deletes it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
to EM050

EM050 List emotion
Administrator
The administrator lists the emotions stored in the system
True
The emotion list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list emotions option
2. The system lists the emotions stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions

EM060 Create emotion classification
Administrator
The administrator creates a new emotion classification in the system
True
The emotion classification was created
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Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case

1. The administrator selects the create emotion classification option
2. The system shows the create emotion classification form
3. The administrator fills the classification name, the emotion, the
minimum value and the maximum value, and selects the save option
4. The system validates the emotion classification information sent and
saves it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

EM070 Update emotion classification
Administrator
The administrator updates an emotion classification in the system
The emotion classification exits
The emotino classification was updated
1. The administrator selects an emotion classification and the option to
update it
2. The system shows the edit emotion classification form
3. The administrator makes the changes in the emotions classification
information and selects the save option
4. The system validates the emotion classification information sent and
saves it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2.

EM080 Delete emotion classification
Administrator
The administrator deletes an emotion classification from the system
The emotion classification exists
The emotion classification was deleted
1. The administrator selects an emotion classification and the option to
delete it
2. The system shows a confirmation message
3. The administrator press the ok button
4. The system validates if it can delete the emotion classification and
deletes it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
to EM090

EM090 List emotion classification
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Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Administrator
The administrator lists the emotions classification stored in the system
True
The emotion classification was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list emotions classification option
2. The system lists the emotions stored in the system

Alternate flow

Figure 31. Event Manager Use Cases

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions

EV010 Open activity list
Student
The student open the course activity list
True
The course activity list was deployed
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Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

1. The student follows the course activity list link
2. The system validates the connection, the course and the student,
verifies the student emotional state and shows the course activity list
with an emotion response if necessary
In step 2, if the connection validation fails, the system shows an error message
to the student
In step 2, if the course validation fails, the system shows an empty course
activity list
In step 2, if the student validation fails, the system creates the student and
shows the course activity list

EV020 List students
Administrator
The administrator lists the students stored in the system
True
The student list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list students option
2. The system lists the students stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions

EM030 Update student
Administrator
The administrator updates a selected student in the system
The student exists
The student was updated
1. The administrator selects a student from a list and the option Update
2. The system shows the edit student form
3. The administrator makes changes in student’s information and saves
it
4. The system validates the student information sent and saves it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2.

EM040 Delete Student
Administrator
The administrator deletes a student from the system
The student exists
The student was deleted
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Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

1. The administrator selects a student and the option to delete it
2. The system shows a confirmation message
3. The administrator presses the ok button
4. The system validates if the student can be deleted and deletes it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
to EV010

Link course
Teacher
The teacher links the course to the system
The course exists
The course was linked to the system
1. The teacher links the system from the course and opens the link
2. The system validates the connection and the course and shows the
course activity list
In step 2, if the connection validation fails, the system shows an error message
to the teacher
In step 2, if the course validation fails, the system creates the course and show
an empty course activity list

EV060 List courses
Administrator
The administrator lists the courses stored in the system
True
The course list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list courses option
2. The system lists the courses stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

EV070 Update course
Administrator
The administrator updates a selected course in the system
The course exists
The course was updated
1. The administrator selects a course from a list and the option Update
2. The system shows the edit course form
3. The administrator makes changes in course’s information and saves it
4. The system validates the course information sent and saves it
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Alternate flow

In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2.

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

EV080 Delete Course
Administrator
The administrator deletes a course from the system
The course exists
The course was deleted
1. The administrator selects a course and the option to delete it
2. The system shows a confirmation message
3. The administrator presses the ok button
4. The system validates if the course can be deleted and deletes it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
to EV050

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

EV090 List activities
Administrator
The administrator lists the activities stored in the system
True
The activities list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list activities option
2. The system lists the activities stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case

EV100 Create activity
Administrator
The administrator creates an activity
True
The activity was created
1. The administrator sends a create activity request
2. The system shows an activity setup form
3. The administrator fills the form and sends the setup information to
the system
4. The system validates the setup information sent and saves it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will send an error message and will go
back to 2

EV110 Update Activity
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Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Administrator
The administrator updates a selected activity in the system
The activity exists
The activity was updated
1. The administrator selects an activity from a list and the option Update
2. The system shows the edit activity form
3. The administrator makes changes the activity information and saves
it
4. The system validates the activity information sent and saves it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2.

EV120 Delete Activity
Administrator
The administrator deletes an activity from the system
The activity exists
The activity was deleted
1. The administrator selects an activity and the option to delete it
2. The system shows a confirmation message
3. The administrator presses the ok button
4. The system validates if the activity can be deleted and deletes it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
to EV090

EV130 List activity questions
Administrator
The administrator lists an activity questions stored in the system
The activity exists
The activity questions list was deployed
1. The administrator selects an activity
2. The system lists the activity questions stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions

EV140 Create activity question
Administrator
The administrator creates an activity question
The activity exists
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Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

The activity question was created
1. The administrator selects an activity and sends a create an activity
question request
2. The system shows an activity question setup form
3. The administrator fills the form and sends the setup information to
the system
4. The system validates the setup information sent and saves it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will send an error message and will go
back to 2

EV150 Update Activity Question
Administrator
The administrator updates a selected activity in the system
The activity and the question exists
The activity question was updated
1. The administrator selects a question from a list of activity questions
and the option Update
2. The system shows the edit activity question form
3. The administrator makes changes the activity question information
and saves it
4. The system validates the activity question information sent and saves
it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2.

EV160 Delete Activity Question
Administrator
The administrator deletes an activity question from the system
The activity and the question exist
The activity question was deleted
1. The administrator selects an activity question and the option to delete
it
2. The system shows a confirmation message
3. The administrator presses the ok button
4. The system validates if the activity question can be deleted and
deletes it
In 4, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
to EV130
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Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

EV160 – Open activity
Student
The student selects and opens an available activity
The activity exists
The activity was opened
1. The student selects an activity and sends an open request to the
system
2. The system validates the activity availability, opens it, checks and
updates the student emotional state and throws an action if
necessary.
In 2, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message and will go
to EV010

EV170 – Solve question
Student
The student selects a question and writes an answer
The activity and the question exist
The question answer was recorded
1. The student selects an activity question and writes or chooses and
answer
2. The system updates and checks the student emotional state and
throws an action if necessary

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

EV180 – Send activity
Student
The student submits the activity answers
The activity exists and was opened by the student
The activity answers were submitted
1. The student selects the submit button
2. The system asks the student if he/she is sure to finish the activity
3. The student confirms the submit action
4. The system saves the answers, and then, updates and checks the
student emotional state and throws an action if necessary
In 3, if the student doesn’t confirm the submit action the system hide the
message and go to EV160
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Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

EV190 – View activity grade
Student
The student reviews the activity results
The activity exists and was finished by the student
The activity grades were deployed
1. The student selects an activity and the view activity grade option
2. The system show the activity results and then, updates and checks the
student emotional state and throws an action if necessary

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow
Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions

EV200 – View activity grades
Teacher
The teacher lists the activity grades by student
The activity exists
The activity grades list by student was deployed
1. The teacher selects the list activity grades option
2. The system shows the student list with the activity grades per student
In 2, if there are not student grades, the system will show an empty list

EV210 – Grade open question
Teacher
The teacher lists the open questions in an activity and grade them
The activity exists and has open questions answered
The grades were saved
1. The teacher selects an activity with open questions to grade
2. The system lists the students answers to grade per question and
student
3. The teacher writes a grade for each answer and send a save request
to the system
4. The system validates de input data and saves the grades
In 4, if the input data is wrong, the system shows an error message and go
back to 2

EV220 – Grade activity
Teacher
The teacher asks the system to grade an activity
The activity exists
The grades were saved
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Basic flow

Alternate flow

1. The teacher selects an activity and the grade activity option
2. The system calculates and save all the student grades and deploy the
results as a list
In 2, if there are no answers to grade, the system will show an empty list

Figure 32. Rule Manager Use Cases
Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

RM010 List Variable Types
Administrator
The administrator lists the variable types stored in the system
True
The list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list variable types option
2. The system lists the variable types stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors

RM020 Create Variable Type
Administrator
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Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

The administrator creates a variable type for a variable used in a rule
True
The variable type was created
1. The administrator selects the create variable type option
2. The system shows a form to create the variable type
3. The administrator fills the name and description fields and presses the
send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

RM030 Update Variable Type
Administrator
The administrator updates a variable type
The variable type exists
The variable type was updated
1. The administrator selects the update variable type option
2. The system shows a form to update a variable type
3. The administrator updates the data about the name and/or
description and selects the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

Alternate flow

RM040 Delete Variable Type
Administrator
The administrator tries to delete a variable type
The variable type exists
The variable type was deleted
1. The administrator chooses a variable type to delete and selects the
delete variable type option
2. The system validates if the variable type is not used and deletes it
In 2, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message to the user

Use case
Actors

RM050 List operations
Administrator
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Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

The administrator lists the operations stored in the system
True
The list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list operations option
2. The system lists the operations stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary

RM060 Create operation
Administrator
The administrator creates an operation for a variable used in a rule
True
The operation was created
1. The administrator selects the create operation option
2. The system shows a form to create the operation
3. The administrator fills the name and symbol fields and presses the
send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

RM070 Update operation
Administrator
The administrator updates an operation
The operation exists
The operation was updated
1. The administrator selects the update operation option
2. The system shows a form to update a operation
3. The administrator updates the data about the name and/or symbol
and selects the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

RM080 Delete operation
Administrator
The administrator tries to delete an operation
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Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

The operation exists
The operation was deleted
1. The administrator chooses an operation to delete and selects the
delete operation option
2. The system validates if the operation is not used and deletes it
In 2, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message to the user

RM090 List Variables
Administrator
The administrator lists the variables stored in the system
True
The list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list variables option
2. The system lists the variables stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

RM100 Create Variable
Administrator
The administrator creates a variable to be used in a rule
True
The variable was created
1. The administrator selects the create variable option
2. The system shows a form to create the variable
3. The administrator fills the name, description, variable types and
operations fields and presses the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

RM110 Update Variable
Administrator
The administrator updates a variable
The variable exists
The variable was updated
1. The administrator selects the update variable option
2. The system shows a form to update a variable
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Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

3. The administrator updates the data about the name, description,
variable types and operations and selects the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

RM120 Delete Variable
Administrator
The administrator tries to delete a variable
The variable exists
The variable was deleted
1. The administrator chooses a variable to delete and selects the delete
variable option
2. The system validates if the variable is not used and deletes it
In 2, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message to the user

RM130 List Rules
Administrator
The administrator lists the rules stored in the system
True
The list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list rules option
2. The system lists the rules stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

RM140 Create Rule
Administrator
The administrator creates a rule
True
The rule was created
1. The administrator selects the create rule option
2. The system shows a form to create the rule
3. The administrator selects the variable to compare
4. The System shows a comparison operation selection field according
to the variable
5. The administrator selects the comparison operation and the value to
use it with the variable, and presses the send button
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Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

6. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 6, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

RM150 Update Rule
Administrator
The administrator updates a rule
The rule exists
The rule was updated
1. The administrator selects the update rule option
2. The system shows a form to update a rule
3. The administrator updates the data about the value, variable and
operation and selects the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

RM160 Delete Rule
Administrator
The administrator tries to delete a rule
The rule exists
The rule was deleted
1. The administrator chooses a rule to delete and selects the delete rule
option
2. The system validates if the rule is not used and deletes it
In 2, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message to the user

RM170 List Rule Sets
Administrator
The administrator lists the rule sets stored in the system
True
The list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list rule sets option
2. The system lists the rule sets stored in the system

Alternate flow
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Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
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Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

RM180 Create Rule Set
Administrator
The administrator creates a rule set to be used in a rule
True
The rule set was created
1. The administrator selects the create rule set option
2. The system shows a form to create the rule set
3. The administrator fills the name, description, rules, if it is repeatable
and actions fields and presses the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

RM190 Update Rule set
Administrator
The administrator updates a rule set
The rule set exists
The rule set was updated
1. The administrator selects the update rule set option
2. The system shows a form to update a rule set
3. The administrator updates the data about the name, description,
rules, if it is repeatable and actions and selects the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

RM200 Delete Rule set
Administrator
The administrator tries to delete a rule set
The rule set exists
The rule set was deleted
1. The administrator chooses a rule set to delete and selects the delete
rule set option
2. The system validates if the rule set is not used and deletes it
In 2, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message to the user
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Figure 33. Action Manager Use Cases
Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

AM010 List Resource Types
Administrator
The administrator lists the Resource types stored in the system
True
The list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list Resource types option
2. The system lists the Resource types stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

AM020 Create Resource Type
Administrator
The administrator creates a Resource type for a Resource used in an action
True
The Resource type was created
1. The administrator selects the create Resource type option
2. The system shows a form to create the Resource type
3. The administrator fills the name and description fields and presses the
send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
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Alternate flow

In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

AM030 Update Resource Type
Administrator
The administrator updates a Resource type
The Resource type exists
The Resource type was updated
1. The administrator selects the update Resource type option
2. The system shows a form to update a Resource type
3. The administrator updates the data about the name and/or
description and selects the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

AM040 Delete Resource Type
Administrator
The administrator tries to delete a Resource type
The Resource type exists
The Resource type was deleted
1. The administrator chooses a Resource type to delete and selects the
delete Resource type option
2. The system validates if the Resource type is not used and deletes it
In 2, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message to the user

AM050 List Resources
Administrator
The administrator lists the Resources stored in the system
True
The list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list Resources option
2. The system lists the Resources stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors

AM060 Create Resource
Administrator
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Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

The administrator creates an Resource for a variable used in a rule
True
The Resource was created
1. The administrator selects the create Resource option
2. The system shows a form to create the Resource
3. The administrator fills the name, content and resource type fields and
presses the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

AM070 Update Resource
Administrator
The administrator updates an Resource
The Resource exists
The Resource was updated
1. The administrator selects the update Resource option
2. The system shows a form to update a Resource
3. The administrator updates the data about the name, content and
resource type and selects the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

Alternate flow

AM080 Delete Resource
Administrator
The administrator tries to delete an Resource
The Resource exists
The Resource was deleted
1. The administrator chooses an Resource to delete and selects the
delete Resource option
2. The system validates if the Resource is not used and deletes it
In 2, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message to the user

Use case
Actors

AM090 List Action Types
Administrator
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Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

The administrator lists the Action Types stored in the system
True
The list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list Action Types option
2. The system lists the Action types stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary

AM100 Create Action Type
Administrator
The administrator creates an Action type for an Action used in a rule
True
The Action type was created
1. The administrator selects the create Action type option
2. The system shows a form to create the Action Type
3. The administrator fills the name and description fields and presses the
send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

AM110 Update Action Type
Administrator
The administrator updates an Action Type
The Action Type exists
The Action type was updated
1. The administrator selects the update Action type option
2. The system shows a form to update an Action type
3. The administrator updates the data about the name and/or
description and selects the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

AM120 Delete Action Type
Administrator
The administrator tries to delete an Action Type
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Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
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Basic flow

The Action Type exists
The Action Type was deleted
1. The administrator chooses an Action type to delete and selects the
delete Action type option
2. The system validates if the Action type is not used and deletes it
In 2, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message to the user

AM130 List Actions
Administrator
The administrator lists the Actions stored in the system
True
The list was deployed
1. The administrator selects the list Actions option
2. The system lists the Actions stored in the system

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
Preconditions
Postconditions
Basic flow

AM140 Create Action
Administrator
The administrator creates an Action for a variable used in a rule
True
The Action was created
1. The administrator selects the create Action option
2. The system shows a form to create the Action
3. The administrator fills the name, description, value, action type,
emotion and resource fields and presses the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

AM150 Update Action
Administrator
The administrator updates an Action
The Action exists
The Action was updated
1. The administrator selects the update Action option
2. The system shows a form to update a Action
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Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
Summary
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Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
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Basic flow

Alternate flow

Use case
Actors
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Basic flow

3. The administrator updates the data about the name, description,
value, action type, emotion and resource and selects the send button
4. The system validates the information sent and shows a success
message
In 4, if the validations fails, the system will show an error message and will go
back to 2

AM160 Delete Action
Administrator
The administrator tries to delete an Action
The Action exists
The Action was deleted
1. The administrator chooses an Action to delete and selects the delete
Action option
2. The system validates if the Action is not used and deletes it
In 2, if the validation fails, the system will show an error message to the user

AM170 Add value to emotion
Action Manager
Adds a value to a student emotion value
The student emotion exists
The student emotion was updated
1. The Action Manager sends a signal and a value to be added in a
student emotion
2. The system validates if the value can be added and updates the
student emotion state
In 2, if the validation fails, the system will send an error message to the rule
manager

AM180 Return resource
Action Manager
Sends a resource to the LMS manager
The LMS Manager Exists
The resource was sent
1. The Action Manager selects a resource to send
2. The system sends the resource to the LMS Manager

Alternate flow
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Appendix 2. Implementation results
The following images show the software implementation results. When the administrator creates a
resource type, the following form is displayed:

Figure 34. Edit resource type
The resource types can be listed as shown below:

Figure 35. Resource Type List
When the administrator creates a resource, the following form is displayed:
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Figure 36. Edit resource
The resources can be listed as shown below:

Figure 37. Resource list
When the administrator creates an action type, the following form is displayed:
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Figure 38. Edit Action Type
The action types can be listed as shown below:

Figure 39. Action Type List
When the administrator creates an emotion classification, the following form is displayed:

Figure 40. Edit emotion classification
The emotion classifications can be listed as shown below:
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Figure 41. Emotion Classification List
When the administrator creates an operation, the following form is displayed:

Figure 42. Edit operation
The operations can be listed as shown below:
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Figure 43. Operation list
When the administrator creates a variable, the following form is displayed:

Figure 44. Edit variable
The variables can be listed as shown below:
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Figure 45. Variable list
The variable types can be listed as shown below:

Figure 46. Variable Type List
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